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This companion training manual to Real-Life Discipleship provides unique guidance and insight to

pastors, church leaders, and their disciples as they work to create an effective discipleship program.

With a thorough, results-oriented process that can be applied in other contexts and cultures, this

manual explains the necessary components of disciple-making so that every church member can

play a part in reaching others for Christ. A great leaderâ€™s resource, it shows you how to cultivate

new leaders for the future and equip them to make disciples.
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Discover a new vision for your small-group ministry by thinking about how you make disciples. With

a thorough, results-oriented process from one of America's fastest-growing churches, this training

manual explains the necessary components of disciple-making so that every church member can

play a part in reaching others for Christ. As a companion to Real-Life Discipleship, the manual will

help small-group leaders develop the heart of a discipler by learning what a disciple is, how

disciples grow, and how to be an intentional leader.Interactive learning format includes:â€¢ Activities

and questions that teach an effective, Christlike approach to discipleshipâ€¢ Training on how to

identify, recruit, and develop gifted leaders from within your church fellowshipâ€¢ An explanation of

the role of personal relationships in making disciplesDo as Jesus did: Make disciples who go out

and make disciples, who go out and make disciples.
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I have been discipling people for 40 years and this is the best manual I have ever seen. It divides

the discipling process into faith-sized steps and encourages the disciples to take them. It also helps

disciplers to evaluate where on the road to maturity their disciples are and suggests what to do to

help their disciples take the next step. It grounds its ideas in the Scripture, but then illustrates them

with true stories from daily life. We are using this resource as we attempt to provide each member of

our church with the kind of individualized spiritual coaching Paul says he gives each of his disciples

in 1 Thes 2:11. If Roger Bannister could only break the 4 minute mile barrier after he got a coach,

how much more does each one of us need personalized coaching to run the race God sets before

us? The Real Life Discipleship Training Manual is a wonderful resource for the Holy Spirit to use as

he leads you to obey Jesus' last command to make disciples.

I have used this workbook with multiple small groups and it has been very valuable. I do not

recommend using it with a mixed group of people who are at different stages in their spiritual

development. This workbook is most valuable when used with those who are highly motivated to be

used by God in a relational context to influence others. Use it with leaders who want to influence

others in their spiritual development. Warning this workbook will make you think differently about

what it means to be a Christian and disciple others. If your idea of discipleship is sitting around with

a bunch of other Christians discussing obscure aspects of theology or having an innocent Bible

study with little life change then this will challenge you. Great workbook for a pastor to use with his

deacon or elder board.

This is a much needed and excellent resource for Christian leaders equipping others for the work of

discipleship. It is a 12 week study with practical applications for participants to grow spiritually in

discipleship. It is not intended for brand new believers, rather it is geared toward believers who have

some maturity of faith and are desiring to learn a practical way to disciple others. I've used the book

with several groups now and will continue to use it. I would give it 5 stars for the content but the

binding on the edition I purchased is terrible and the book began falling apart during my second time

using it. We purchased quite a few and all of the bindings are terrible. But again, the content is

worth figuring out how to keep the book itself together.

Fantastic for weekly group studies, especially with a good group leader who is discipling you. As

someone who's been on an ACTS retreat, this should be the study guide for those Christians after



the said retreat or planning on being on an ACT team. Same for those involved in Walk to Emmaus,

the Methodist retreat, because both retreats were born from the Cursillo Movement in Spain of

1949.I only took off a star, because the binding can be undone rather easily when laying the pages

flat for reading and writing, at least with my copy.

I love the book. I enjoy reading and learning from the book.

This is a great training tool for church leaders and church members. No, in fact, this is not a new

radical way to share the gospel...but it is a great tool that effectively communicates biblical principles

on making disciples. Yes, it is a "workbook," and with the right leader facilitating the group, this can

have a great impact on people. We've gone through it with our church staff, elders, deacons and are

now starting a new group every month for our church members. This is a great tool.

Lots of practical insights that take into account the level of maturity of those whom you mentor,

including their motivations and understanding and wisdom.

This series is great. We used this workbook for our men's discipleship class, and the presentation

and material is straightforward and comprehensive. We had a lot of discussion about it. We will use

the material again because we liked it very much. I purchased the Kindle version of the workbook

(can't write in it) but I could look at it on my computer or on my Kindle.
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